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Abstract 
Alspach has conjectured that any 2k-regular connected Cayley graph cay(A,S) on a finite 
abelian group A can be decomposed into k hamiltonian cycles. In this paper, the conjecture is 
shown to be true if S= {sl,sz, s3} is a minimal generating set of A with 1 Al odd, or 
S={sl,s& . . . . sk} is a generating set of A such that gcd(ord(s,), ord(sj)) = 1 for i #j. 
1. Introduction 
Let (A, + ) be a finite group and S be a subset of A with 0 +! S. The Cayley graph 
cay@, S) is defined to be the graph G with V(G)=A and E(G)= {xy 1 x, YEA, x-yes 
or y-XES}. We say the edge xy in cay(A,S) is generated bysESifx-y=s or y-x=s 
and the subgraph Q of cay(A, S) is generated by s if all edges of Q are generated by s. 
Remark 1.1. From the definition, it is clear that any element of S with order 
2 generates a l-factor of cay(A,S) while any element of S with order at least 
3 generates a 2-factor of cay(A, S). Furthermore, cuy(A, S) is connected if and only if 
S generates A. 
It is known that any connected Cayley graph on a finite abelian group is hamil- 
tonian [S]. In [l], Alspach conjectured that any 2k-regular connected Cayley graph 
on a finite abelian group has a hamiltonian decomposition. Bermond et al. [4] proved 
that every 4-regular connected Cayley graph cuy(A,S) on a finite abelian group 
A with ISI =2 can be decomposed into two hamiltonian cycles. Here we investigate 
some other cases for the conjecture. In Section 2, it is proved that cuy(A,S) can be 
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decomposed into hamiltonian cycles provided that cay(A,S) is 2m-regular, A is an 
abelian group and S = {sr , s2, . . . , sk} is either a generating set of A such that 
gcd(ord(si), ord(sj)) = 1 for i #j or a minimal generating set of A with k = 3 and with 
either two elements of order 2 or one element of prime order. In Section 3, we will 
prove that the conjecture is true for cay(A,S), where A is an abelian group of odd 
order and S= {sl,sz, sJ} is a minimal generating set of A. 
By convention, terminology and notation not mentioned here are refered to 
as in [S, 73. 
2. Proofs of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 
First, we recall a definition and some results. 
Definition 2.1. The Cartesian product G = G1 x G2 has vertex set V(G)= 
V(G,) x V(G,) and edge set E(G)= {( ul,~Z)(~l,~Z)I~l=~landu,u,~E(G,)oru,=v, 
and uIuI~E(G1)). 
Theorem 2.2 (Aubert and Schneider [3]). If G can be decomposed into two hamiltonian 
cycles and C is a cycle, then G x C can be decomposed into three hamiltonian cycles. 
Theorem 2.3 (Bermond et al. [4]). Every 4-regular connected Cayley graph cay(A, S) 
on ahnite abelian group A with ISI = 2 can be decomposed into two hamiltonian cycles. 
Theorem 2.4 (Alspach et al. [2]). Iffor each i= 1,2, . . . . n, Ci is a cycle, then the 
Cartesian product G= C1 x C2 x ... x C, can be decomposed into n hamiltonian cycles. 
Lemma 2.5. Let A be aJinite abelian group which is generated by S= {sl,sz, . . ..s~}. 
A, be the subgroup of A which is generated by S’={sI,sz, . . ..s._,} and J=(Q). If 
AI n J = (O}, then cay(A, S)=cay(A1, S’) x cay(J, (So}). 
Proof. Since A = A, + J, A, n J = (0) and A is abelian, A is the internal sum of AI and 
J. Thus, for each UEA, a can be expressed uniquely as a=x+y, where XEA~ and YEJ, 
and we denote a = (x, y). Specifically, si = (sir 0) for 1 d id k - 1 and sk = (0, sk). NOW, for 
any u=(xl,yl), b=(x,,y,)EA, abeE(cay(A,S)) if and only if a-bES or b-ae:S, i.e., 
a-b= fsi for some i between 1 and k. If i< k, then it is equivalent to say that 
(xi-x,,y,-y,)= &-(si,O), i.e., x1-x2= +si and y,=y,, this means that 
xIx2~E(cay(A,, S’)) and y1 =y,. If i= k, then we can derive similarly that x1 =x2 and 
y, y,~E(cay(J, is,+})). Therefore, ray(A, S) = cay(Ai, S’) x cay(J, (So}). 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a finite abelian group and S = { sl, s2, . . . , sk) be a generating set of 
A with gcd(ord(si), ord(sj)) = 1 for i #j. Th en cay(A,S)=cay(Jl,(sl})xcay(J~,~s~})x 
. . . XCUY(J~,{S,}), where Ji=(si)for l<i<k. 
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Proof. Let A1 be the subgroup of A which is generated by S’={s1,s2, . . ..s~_~}. We 
claim that AlnJk={O}. Suppose that aeA1nJk. Then a=tksk=cfi,’ tiSi, where 
tiEZ. Thus, ord(a) 1 ord(sk) and ord(a) 1 m, where m = Icm{ord(si), ord(sz), . . . , ord(sk_ l)}. 
It implies that ord(a) 1 gcd(ord(sJ, m). Since gcd(ord(s;), ord(s,)) = 1 for i < k, it follows 
that gcd(ord(s,), m)= 1. Hence ord(u)= 1, i.e., u=O. Now, it follows from Lemma 2.5 
that cuy(A, S) = cay(A,, S’) x cuy(.Jk, {Q}). Repeating the above discussion, we obtain 
caY(A,S)=caY(Jl,{sl}) x cayv2, {%}, x ... x cay(Jk., {Sk}). q 
We are now ready to prove our first theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. Let A be ujnite abeliun group and S = {sl, s2, . . . , sk} be a generating set 
of A with gcd(ord(si), ord(sj)) = 1 f or i#j. If cay(A, S) is 2m-regular, then it can be 
decomposed into m hamiltonian cycles. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, cuy(A, S)=cuy(J,, {sl}) x cuy(J2, {s2}) x ... x cuy(J,, {So}). 
Using the hypothesis, we see that there exists at most one element of S with even order. 
Suppose cuy(A, S) is 2m-regular, then each element of S has order at least 3. There- 
fore, each caY(Ji,{si}) 1s a cycle and m= k. It follows from Theorem 2.4 that 
cuy(A, S) can be decomposed into k hamiltonian cycles. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.7. 0 
Next, we prove our second result. 
Theorem 2.8. Let A be ujinite ubeliun group and S= {sl, s2, sJ $ be a minimal generating 
set of A with either two elements of order 2 or one element of prime order. If cuy(A, S) is 
2m-regular, then it has a hamiltonian decomposition. 
Proof. Suppose that cuy(A, S) is %m-regular. If S has two elements of order 2, say 
s1,s2, then ord(s3)>3. Let Ji=(si) for i=1,2,3, and A,=(S’) with S’={s2,sg}. 
Then J, n A, ={0} for otherwise sI~A1, contradicting the minimality of S. By 
Lemma 2.5, cuy(A,S)=cuy(A,,S’)xcuy(J,,(sI}). Similarly,cuy(A,,S’)=cuy(J2,{s,}) x 
cay(J,, {G)). Thus, ~~Y(A,S)=C~Y(J~,{~,}) XcaY(Jz,{szS)xcaY(J,,Cs3})= 
(K2 x K,) x C, where C is a cycle. Since K2 x K2 is a cycle of length 4, it follows from 
Theorem 2.4 that cuy(A, S) has a hamiltonian decomposition. Thus, we may assume 
S has at most one element of order 2, and so all elements of S have order at least 
3 since cuy(A, S) is 2m-regular. By the hypothesis, S has an element of prime order, 
say si. Now, we define J1, S’, and A, as above, then we can derive cuy(A, S)= 
ca~(A~,S’)xcuy(J~,{s~}) similarly. It follows from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 that 
cuy(A,S) has a hamiltonian decomposition. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.8. 0 
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3. Proof of Theorem 3.15 
From now on, we let C1 =q, a2,. . . , a,,, a, and CZ = bI, b2, . . . , b,, bI be two cycles. 
By convention, the subscripts of a are expressed modulo n and the subscripts of b are 
expressed modulo m. 
Definition 3.1. For 0 <r <m- 1, the r-pseudo-Cartesian product of Ci and C2, 
denoted by Cr x, CZ, is the graph which is obtained from the Cartesian product 
C1 x C2 by replacing the edge set {( ai,bi)(a,,bi)Il<i<m} by the edge set 
{(ar,bi+r)(a,,bi)l ldi<m}. 
From the definition, it is easy to see that Ci x 0 Cz = C1 x CZ. For convenience, we 
call the edges with the same first component vertical edges and the others horizontal 
edges in an r-pseudo-Cartesian product. Also, we call the vertex set {(ai, bj) 1 1 < i < n} 
the bj-row and the vertex set { (ai, bj) 1 1 < j<m} the ai-column. 
Remark 3.2. If gcd(r, m)= t in an r-pseudo-Cartesian product Ci x, CZ, then the 
horizontal edges form a 2-factor H which consists oft cycles of length (mn)/t and any 
consecutive t rows of Ci x ,. CZ are on t different cycles of H. 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a 4regular connected graph with at least 9 vertices which can be 
decomposed into two hamiltonian cycles. Then, for each hamiltonian decomposition of G, 
there exists a path P=u1,u2,..., ue such that PI = ul, u2, u3, u4 is on one hamiltonian 
cycle while Pz =u4,u5,u6 is on the other. 
Proof. Let H, and H2 be two hamiltonian cycles in a hamiltonian decomposition 
ofG. Let H1=ul,uz ,..., u,,ul. The edges of Hz are chords of the cycle HI. We say 
a vertex ui good if one of the three subpaths along HI divided by the two chords 
incident with ui has length at least 4. Clearly, if there is a good vertex, then it is easy to 
find a desired path. For n > 10, it is obvious that every vertex is good. For n = 9, there 
must exist a good vertex. Hence the lemma is true. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a$nite abelian group of odd order and S= {s1,s2} be a minimal 
generating set of A. Then cay(A, S) has at least 9 vertices. 
Proof. The subgroup H generated by s1 has order at least 3, and there are at least 
three cosets of H in A. Thus, 1 Al 39. q 
Let A be a finite abelian group, S = {sr , s2, . . . , sk j be a minimal generating set of 
A and m=ord(sk) 2 3. Then, all edges in cay(A, S) which are generated by sk form 
a 2-factor F. Furthermore, F consists of n = I Al/m cycles of length m. Let J = (sk) and 
S={S&, . ..) Sk_ i} & AI = A/J, where we use X to represent the coset x + J. 
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Definition 3.5. For any edge XJ of cay(A 1, $), where X - ji = Sips, we call the edge set 
{ul u2 ( Ul =X, ii2 = j and u1 -u2 =si} of cay(A, S) the lifting edge set of the edge Xj. 
Definition 3.6. For any subgraph 0 of cay(A,, s), the spanning subgraph Q of 
cay(A, S) with the edge set being the union of the lifting edge sets of the edges of 0 is 
called the subgraph lifted by Q and we say (z lifts to Q. 
It is easy to see from the above definitions the edge-disjoint subgraphs of cay(A 1, ,?) 
lift to edge-disjoint subgraphs of cay(A, S). 
Lemma 3.7. Any hamiltonian cycle I? of cay(A,,$) lifts to a 2-factor F1 of 
cay(A,S). Furthermore, the union of F and F1 forms an r-pseudo-Cartesian product 
C1 X, C2 in which the edges of F, are horizontal and the edges of F are vertical, where 
OQr<m-1. 
Proof. Let A,=A/J={g,,g, ,..., Lj.}, with gl=& and R=g1,B2 ,..., gn,gl be 
a hamiltonian cycle of cay(A, , s). For each i between 1 and n, since SiSi+ I is an edge of 
cay(Al, F?), it follows that + (tji - Qi + 1 ) = sji~$, where the subscripts of g are expressed 
modulo n. Without loss of generality, we assume that Si - Si + 1 = 4, for 1~ i < n. Select 
aiEai for ldidn such that ai-ai+l= ii s for 1 d i<n- 1. Then, for each i between 
1 and n- 1, (ai+ tSk)--(ai+ + tSk)=Sji, i.e., (ai+ tsk)(ai+l + ts,)EE(cay(A, S)), for any 
t between 0 and m - 1. Thus, Bi = { (Ui + ts,)(Ui+ 1 +ts,)IO<t<m-1) is theliftingedge 
set ofgigi+l for 1 didn- 1. Assume that a,--(~, +rsk)=sje for some r between 0 and 
_ - 
m-l, then Bn={(an+ts,)(a,+rsk+tsk)IO<t<m-1) is the lifting edge set of gngl. 
Therefore, Ei lifts to the 2-factor F, = B1 u B2 us.. u B,. Notice that, for each i between 
1 and n, Qi=ai, ai+sk, LQ+~S~ ,..., Ui+(m- l)sk,ai is a cycle of CUY(A, S) which is 
generated by sk and F=Q1uQ2v...uQ,,. It follows that the union of F and F1 is 
Cl X, C2 if we identify ai +_& with (ai, bj+ 1). Also, it is clear that the edges of F1 are 
horizontal and the edges of F are vertical in C, x * C2. 0 
Definition 3.8. For k 3 2, define D, to be a 2k-regular graph satisfying: 
(1) V(D,)={(ai,bj)I l<ibn and l<j<m}, 
(2) E(D,) can be decomposed into 2-factors HI, H,, . . . . Hk- 1 and F, 
(3) F=UyZ1 Fit h w ere each Fi is the cycle (ai, bl)(Ui, b,)...(ai, b,)(ai, b,), and 
(4) for l<j<k-1, HjUF=C{X,C,, where Odrj<m-1 and C:‘=aij(l)aLj(2)... 
a$,)aij(l) with Xj being a permutation of (1, 2, . . . . n) and (a/, bl)=(ai, b/+h;,,) for 
1 <ien. 
Clearly, from the definition it is easy to see that in each Hju F = C{ x rj C2 the edges 
of Hj are horizontal while the edges of F are vertical. 
Lemma 3.7 has the following immediate corollary. 
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Corollary 3.9. If cay(AI, $) can be decomposed into k- 1 hamiltonian cycles 
HI, I?z, . . . , l?,_ 1, then cay(A, S) z Dk, where each Hi is the 2-factor lifted by Hi. 
Next, we show that for some cases D3 can be decomposed into three hamiltonian 
cycles. Then, by applying Corollary 3.9, we obtain a proof for Theorem 3.15. We first 
note the following two facts. 
Fact 3.10. If uluZ~E(Q1) and v1u2~E(QZ), where Q1 and Q2 are two disjoint cycles, 
then (QluQz-{ u~u~,u~uz})u{u1u1,u2u2) is a cycle. 
Fact 3.11. Given a cycle C, let u1 u2 and v1 v2 be edges of C which are separated by at 
least two edges. Then (C-{u1u2,v1v2})u{ u1 vl, u2v2 > is a 2-factor containing at most 
two cycles. 
For the following discussions, we color all horizontal edges by blue and all vertical 
edges by red in C1 x,C2. 
Definition 3.12. A color switching in C1 x, C2 means that for some 1~ i<n- 1 and 
some 1 <s<m we interchange the colors between the edge sets {(ai,bs)(ai,bs+l), 
(ai+l,bs)(ai+l,bs+l)} and {(ai,b,)(ai+,,b,),(ai,b,+,)(ai+,,b,+,)}, and we call it the 
{ai, ai+ 1, b,, b,+ 1 $-color switching. 
Lemma 3.13. If gcd(r, m) = 2t + 13 3, then, by making the color switchings 1,2, . . . ,2t in 
C1 x, C2 shown in Fig. 1, we obtain a blue hamiltonian cycle and connect three red cycles 
in the aj-columns for j= 1,2,3 to a single red cycle. 
This lemma can be seen easily from Remark 3.2 and Fact 3.10. 
Lemma 3.14. Suppose that n is odd and each Hi in D3 consists of 2ti + 13 3 cycles for 
i= 1 and 2. Zfthesets K, ={~~~(1),7~~(2),n~(3),~,(4)) and K2={712(1),712(2),7c2(3)} have 
exactly one common element ~~(4)=7~,(1), then D, can be decomposed into three 
hamiltonian cycles. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that C: = C1 =al, a2, . . . . a,, aI and 
R(~)=P-3, 7cI(2)=p-2, 711(3)=p-1, 7~~(4)=71~(1)=~, {~2(2),n2(3)}={q,n}, where 
4 <p <q < n. For convenience, we color the edges in H 1 by blue, the edges in Hz by 
green, and the edges in F by red, so D, consists of three monochromatic 2-factors. Our 
goal is to make some edge-disjoint color switchings to obtain three monochromatic 
hamiltonian cycles. By Remark 3.2 and the hypothesis, gcd(m, ri) = 2ti + 12 3 for i = 1 
and 2. We first apply Lemma 3.13 to HI u F = C1 x,, C2 to obtain a blue hamiltonian 
cycle and connect the three red cycles in the aj-columns for 163’63 to a single red 
cycle. Then we let y be any even integer between 2 and 2t,. Since the vertical edges 
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Fig. 1. Color witchings in C1 x,C2 
(Us,&-l)(&,b,) and (a3,b,+l)(a3,b,+2) are red, we make the color switchings 
Sl,S2, . . . . S._5inH1uF=C1x,,C2definedasfollows:S1,Sz,...,S,-4aredefinedso 
that 
S2i-l={U2i+l,U2i+2,by-l,by} or {U2i+l,U2i+2,by+l,by+2} 
and 
Sq-3,Sq-2, . . . . S,- 5 are defined so that 
S2i-l={U2i+l+x,U2i+2+x,by-l,b~} or {U2i+l+x,U2i+2+x,by+l,by+2} 
and 
S2i={ U2i+2+x,UZi+3+x,by,by+l}, 
where x= 1 if 712(2)>712(3) (i.e., 7r2(2)=n and z2(3)=q), and x=2 if712(2)<n2(3) (i.e., 
x2(2) = q and z2 (3) = n). By Fact 3.10, it follows that the red 2-factor F’ now consists of 
three red cycles where one red cycle consists of the vertices in the uj-columns for 
1 <j 6 q - 1, one red cycle consists of the vertices in the a&-column, and the other 
red cycle consists of the remaining vertices. We claim that the blue edges still form 
a hamiltonian cycle. To see this claim, since n - 5 is even, we make the color switchings 
Sl,S2, . . . . Sn-5 in the order S2,Sl,S4,S3 , . . . . Sn-s,Sn-6, one pair at each time. For 
each pair S2i and S2i-1, by Fact 3.11, making the color switching S2i separates the 
existing blue hamiltonian cycle into two blue cycles with one contained in the by-row 
and b,+ r-row while it follows from Fact 3.10 that making the color switching 
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Fig. 2. Color switchings in H2 v F = C: x, C2 
Szi_1 connects those two blue cycles to a blue hamiltonian cycle again. Thus, the 
(claim is true. 
Since ~34, there are at most two vertical edges in the a,-column (i.e., 
a&)-column), which are ei=(a,,b,-r)(a,,b,) or (a,,b,+i)(a,,b,+J and 
e2 =(uP, b,)(u,, b,, i). Note that there is exactly one vertical edge in the u&-column 
which is not red, say e3, and all vertical edges in the a&,)-column are red. Also 
note that for j= 1 or 3, the vertical edges in the &(j)-column involved in the 
color switchings shown in Fig. 2 form a matching. We claim that, by choosing k 
properly, we can make the color switchings shown in Fig. 2 in H, v F = Cf x r2 C2 
without using the edges er, e2, e3. In fact, by the definition of Szi_r’S, we 
can assume e1 =(u,,b,_,)(u,,b,). Suppose k. is the integer such that 
el=(u,22(,),b2t,+ko)(u~~(l),b2t2+ko+,) and e 2=(u~*(l),b2t,+k,+l)(u,2,(1,,62t,+k,+Z). If for 
k = k. the color switchings shown in Fig. 2 do not use e3, then we are done. Suppose 
for k = k,, those color switchings need to use e3. Then, by definition of Szi_ i’s, we can 
assume el=(ap,by+l)(ap,by+2). N ow, set k = k. + 1, then the color switchings shown 
in Fig. 2 do not use el, e2, e3. Thus, it follows from Lemma 3.13 that we obtain a green 
hamiltonian cycle by completing the color switchings in H2 u F = Cf x ,.l C2 shown in 
Fig. 2 without destroying the existing blue hamiltonian cycle. Moreover, the three red 
cycles of F’ are connected to a red hamiltonian cycle via the &(j)-columns for 
1 <j< 3, namely, the aj-columns for j =p, q, n. Therefore, D3 has a hamiltonian 
decomposition. 0 
We are now ready to prove our last theorem. 
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Theorem 3.15. Let A be a jinite abelian group of odd order and S= {sl, s2,s3} be 
a minimal generating set of A. Then cay(A,S) has a hamiltonian decomposition. 
Proof. Let .I= (sJ) and AI = A/J. Since A is of odd order, Lagrange’s Theorem [7] 
implies that both n=IA,I and m=IJI are odd. Let n=2n,+l and m=2ml+l. Since 
S is a minimal generating set of A, f= {S1, F2} is a minimal generating set of AI. Thus, 
cay(AI, ,?) is 4-regular and connected. By Theorem 2.3, cay(AI, $) can be decomposed 
into two hamiltonian cycles I?, and Hz. By Corollary 3.9, cay(A, S)Z D3, where each 
Hi is the 2-factor lifted by Bi and F is the 2-factor generated by s3. Since 
HI u Hz c cay(A {s1,s2}) and cay(A, { sl,sz >) is disconnected, it follows that each 
Hi consists of hi 3 2 cycles. Since m is odd, by Remark 3.2, hi = gcd(m, ri) = 2ti + 12 3 
for i= 1 and 2. Now, by Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, and 3.14, we conclude that cay(A, S) has 
a hamiltonian decomposition. 0 
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